Background--Heart failure remains a leading cause of morbidity and mortality. Clinical prediction models provide suboptimal estimates of mortality in this population. We sought to determine the incremental value of implantable device diagnostics over clinical prediction models for mortality.
H eart failure (HF) remains a leading cause of morbidity and mortality, affecting 23 million people worldwide. In contrast to other forms of cardiovascular conditions, its prevalence and mortality rates continue to increase. Almost 50% of patients with HF will die within 5 years of diagnosis, and up to 40% of patients die within 1 year of hospitalization. 1, 2 A reliable means of identifying vulnerable patients at higher risk may help identify those in need of closer monitoring and more immediate medical attention. Several clinical prediction models have been developed to help stratify risk in patients with HF. Unfortunately, many of them have poor to modest discrimination and inconsistent performance in the greater HF population. This may partly be attributed to the evolution of HF management over time and the fact that many of these models were derived from patient cohorts recruited >20 years ago. 3, 4 Among the more contemporary models is the recently derived Meta-Analysis Global Group in Chronic Heart Failure (MAGGIC) HF prediction score. 4 It is based on the largest available database and, and unlike many of its predecessors, incorporates both preserved and reduced ejection fraction. Although it is among the most comprehensive and generalizable in the available literature, the model calibration is not perfect in isolation. 4, 5 Implantable cardiac devices with diagnostic features in patients with HF have provided an alternative means of monitoring and evaluating these patients. Diagnostic physiologic parameters collected by implantable devices (eg, night heart rate, activity, atrial fibrillation [AF] burden, and intrathoracic impedance) have been shown to correlate with adverse clinical events, such as HF hospitalizations. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] A model combining various device diagnostic parameters further improves on the predictive power of individual device parameters, 12, 13 with some evidence correlating these measurements with the risk of death. 14, 15 Although clinical parameters and device diagnostics have been separately investigated for risk prediction models, the combined clinical utility of clinical and device diagnostic parameters has yet to be studied. In this study, we sought to determine the incremental value of implantable device diagnostics over a well-validated clinical prediction model of mortality risk in patients with mild to moderate systolic HF.
Methods

Study Population
A retrospective analysis of device and clinical data was performed on the RAFT (Resynchronization/Defibrillation for Ambulatory Heart Failure Trial) patient cohort. RAFT was a multicenter randomized controlled trial comparing implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) versus cardiac resynchronization therapy-ICD in patients with mild to moderate HF (New York Heart Association class II-III), left ventricular systolic dysfunction (ejection fraction ≤30%), and wide QRS (≥120 ms). The rationale, design, and outcomes of this study have been published previously 16, 17 and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki. This study was also approved by an institutional review committee, and all subjects gave written informed consent to participate in the study. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. To summarize, in RAFT, a total of 1798 patients were enrolled at 34 centers from January 2003 through February 2009. The average age was 66AE9.4 years, 82.9% were men, 67.0% had ischemic heart disease, and 80.0% had New York Heart Association class II functional capacity with an average left ventricular ejection fraction of 22.6AE5.3%. Over a mean follow-up duration of 40 months, a total of 422 patients (23.5%) died; 292 deaths (16.2%) were attributable to cardiovascular causes.
Of the 1798 study participants, those implanted with a device capable of device diagnostic monitoring with >180 days of follow-up were included in this analysis. Baseline demographic and laboratory data required to calculate the MAGGIC HF prediction score were collected for each patient ( Figure 1 ). Patients were then classified according to their MAGGIC score into low (0-16), intermediate (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) , or high (>24) risk groups. Mortality was evaluated from 6 months postimplant forward and determined in accordance with the RAFT protocol. 16 
Device Diagnostic Parameters
The devices included in the analysis had the following 6 diagnostic parameters available: activity, AF burden, night heart rate, ICD shock, percentage biventricular pacing, and fluid index (FI). These parameters were associated with a defined "flag" that is triggered when a parameter exceeds a threshold value. A parameter is flagged when it reaches an abnormal range that is associated with worsening status of the patient. The flags for these parameters are as follows: activity flag defined as a mean activity <60 min/d for ≥1 week detected by the device's piezoelectric sensor, AF flag defined as ≥6 hours of AF on at least 1 day, ventricular rate flag defined as ventricular rate >100 beats per minute and AF ≥6 hours for ≥1 day, night heart rate flag defined as any 7 consecutive days with average night heart rate (midnight to 4 AM) >85 beats per minute, shock flag defined as any ICD shock, ventricular pace flag defined as a mean percentage biventricular pacing <90% for patients with cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillator, and FI flag defined as >14 days above intrathoracic impedance threshold
Clinical Perspective
What Is New?
• Heart failure (HF) clinical prediction models provide suboptimal estimates of mortality risk when used in isolation.
• Many patients with HF have therapeutic implantable cardiac devices that can provide a wealth of diagnostic data.
• In this substudy of RAFT (Resynchronization/Defibrillation for Ambulatory Heart Failure Trial), we showed that device diagnostic data, including abnormal fluid index, low activity levels, and atrial fibrillation, provided incremental prognostic value to a validated clinical HF prediction model.
What Are the Clinical Implications?
• In patients with implantable electronic cardiac devices, the combination of clinical prediction models and device diagnostic parameters may help improve risk stratification in the high-risk population with HF.
• This may facilitate the identification and more timely intervention on patients with HF who are at highest risk of death.
determined from the impedance measurement of the initial 6 months after device implant. FI (Optivol; Medtronic Inc, MN) is a previously described and validated parameter 18 derived from intrathoracic impedance measurements taken from the right ventricular coil to the pulse generator that were extracted from routine device interrogations.
Statistical Analysis
Device diagnostic data from the first 6 months of follow-up were used to categorize the subjects as positive or negative of all 6 diagnostic parameters. Mortality was evaluated using follow-up data from RAFT. Data collected at baseline and follow-up were used in the calculation of the MAGGIC score. Ejection fraction, age, height, sex, current smoker, diabetes mellitus, and diagnosis of chronic obstructive lung disease were evaluated at baseline. The most recent value available during the first 6 months of follow-up was used for systolic blood pressure, weight, creatinine, New York Heart Association class, and medication status. All the subjects had a first diagnosis of HF >18 months. Height measurements required for calculation of the body mass index were missing for 130 subjects. These missing data were imputed using the median height by sex from RAFT to calculate body mass index. Univariable and multivariable hazard ratios (HRs) along with the 95% CIs were estimated using a Cox proportional hazards model. A test of proportionality was performed for the Cox model by adding time-dependent covariates to the model. The time-dependent covariates were generated by creating interactions of the predictor variables and a function of survival time. Activity flag, AF flag, ventricular rate flag, night heart rate flag, shock flag, ventricular pace flag, FI flag, and MAGGIC score group were included in a multivariable Cox proportional hazards model. Logistic regression models were used to calculate the C-statistic. Kaplan-Meier survival curves were constructed for each group, starting at 6 months postdevice implant. Survival curves were compared using a log-rank test. All analyses were performed using statistical software from SAS, Inc (Version 9.4; Cary, NC). A significance level of 0.05 was used.
Results
Baseline Patient Characteristics
Baseline characteristics of the study cohort are summarized in Table 1 . Of the 1798 patients enrolled into RAFT, 696 were not implanted with devices capable of the diagnostics required for the analysis and were, therefore, excluded. Another 66 patients were excluded because of insufficient follow-up data and unavailable device and/or laboratory data. A final total of 1036 patients (82% men) with a mean age of 66AE9 years were included in the analysis. Most (92%) of patients had mild HF symptoms (New York Heart Association class II) at study enrollment, and the mean left ventricular ejection fraction was moderate to severely impaired at 23AE5%. Of the 1036 patients, 738 (71%) were implanted with cardiac resynchronization therapy defibrillator devices. Most patients were on guideline-directed medical therapy; >91% of patients were treated with b-blockers, and >96% were receiving either an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor or an angiotensin-receptor blocker. Table 2) .
Predictors of Mortality
A device-integrated diagnostic (DID) parameter was derived to include FI, AF, and activity flags such that patients were considered DID positive (DID+) when FI was positive and either AF flag or activity flag was positive; otherwise, patients were designated as DID negative (DIDÀ). The number of deaths stratified by MAGGIC score group and DID status, along with the percentage of patients, is reported in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 2 . C-statistics were computed for MAGGIC alone and for MAGGIC in combination with DID and were 0.682 and 0.708, respectively.
Survival Curves
When patients were divided into 3 cohorts based on low, intermediate, and high MAGGIC scores, patients with high MAGGIC scores had lower 3-year survival rates than those with intermediate or low scores (73.0% versus 88.1% versus 96.8%; P<0.001) ( Figure 3A) . A positive DID alone was also strongly associated with lower survival compared with those who were DID negative (63.2% versus 88.8%; P<0.001) ( Figure 3B ). When the MAGGIC score cohorts were stratified according to the presence of the integrated metric (DID) derived using 3 significant device parameter flags described above, no prognostic effect was observed among patients with low-risk MAGGIC scores. However, among those with intermediaterisk MAGGIC scores, DIDs further distinguished risk such that the time to death for DID+ patients was shorter than for DIDÀ patients (HR, 2.82; 95% CI, 1.46-5.44; P=0.002) ( Figure 4A ). Similarly, DID was also able to identify the most fragile patients among the high-risk MAGGIC cohort, with a much shorter time to death in DID+ patients compared with DIDÀ patients (HR, 3.02; 95% CI, 1.79-5.11; P<0.001) ( Figure 4B ). The interaction between MAGGIC score and DID was not significant (P=0.876).
Discussion
This study demonstrates the additional prognostic value of implantable DIDs over clinical parameters in the prediction of mortality in intermediate-to high-risk patients with HF. Specifically, a combination of device parameters with a wellvalidated clinical model, such as MAGGIC, can help to further stratify patients at the highest mortality risk. This observation may have significant implications in an era in which HF remains a lethal pandemic, despite significant strides in medical and device therapy; and identifying patients at highest risk with the highest possible specificity remains an unmet need. Several clinical prediction models have been developed to identify patients who are at highest risk and may need more immediate medical attention. Unfortunately, these models have moderate specificity in identifying high-risk patients and are based on clinical signs and symptoms that often present late in the course of a patient's illness, which impairs our ability to react in a timely manner. Thus, better-performing models with capability to reflect patient status on a more dynamic basis are needed to allow for timely intervention in patients with HF.
It is well established that widespread use of ICDs, both with and without cardiac resynchronization therapy, has significantly improved survival and functional capacity in the Failure (MAGGIC) score (A) and high MAGGIC score (B) groups stratified according to device-integrated diagnostic (DID) positive (DID+) or DID negative (DIDÀ). The combined prognostic value of a positive fluid index plus either an atrial fibrillation or an activity flag is observed in both groups, but most evident in the high-risk cohort. population with HF. 17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Modern implantable cardiac devices have the added benefits of sensors, memory, and computing power that have provided a novel and convenient means of monitoring and evaluating patients remotely. 12, 13 Although individual diagnostic parameters may be of marginal value, integration of multiple diagnostic parameters applied in the context of a particular patient's clinical profile may provide more specific prognostic information. In this substudy of RAFT, we examined the utility of combining a clinical risk score and DID parameters for prognostication. Among the HF prediction models, we chose the MAGGIC score because it is an easily accessible, commonly used clinical prediction model that was derived in a large, heterogeneous population of almost 40 000 patients with HF and validated in a separate cohort of >51 000 patients. 4, 5 In this analysis, the RAFT cohort was stratified according to MAGGIC score into low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups. Following multivariable analysis, DID, which accounted for FI, activity, and AF burden, along with intermediate to high MAGGIC scores were identified as independent predictors of increased mortality. When DID was analyzed within the 3 MAGGIC score cohorts, patients with intermediate-and high-risk scores who were also DID+ had a significantly higher 3-year mortality. The discriminating effect of DID on mortality risk was particularly pronounced in the high-risk group, demonstrating a 30% higher mortality rate over the same follow-up period. These data suggest that, when used in conjunction with a clinical prediction model, a combination of device parameters (ie, FI, AF, and activity) can provide powerful incremental prognostic information in patients who are already at particularly high risk of death on the basis of their clinical profile. In this case, the application of this combination of device diagnostics within the clinical context provided by the MAGGIC score may account for the significant difference in predictive power. Not surprisingly, these implantable device diagnostics were not discriminative in the low-risk MAGGIC group given that their mortality rate is already low. The use of additional clinical risk factors to enhance the predictive power of clinical diagnostic tools is an established and effective means of improving the utility and interpretability of commonly used diagnostic tests. The D-dimer for deep vein thrombosis, high-sensitivity troponin, and the treadmill exercise test for ischemic chest pain are just a few routinely used examples. In our study, the application of the combination of device diagnostics within the clinical context provided by the MAGGIC score helped to further improve overall predictive power. Not surprisingly, these implantable device diagnostics were not discriminative in the low-risk MAGGIC group given that their mortality rate is already low. Nevertheless, the fact that device diagnostic parameters have incremental predictive power on top of a well-developed MAGGIC model based solely on clinical parameters suggests that it may be possible to develop better predictive models by integrating clinical and device parameters into a single model. Furthermore, because device diagnostic data are more dynamic and can now be transmitted via remote monitoring systems, such combined models would also be more responsive and adapt to a particular patient's changing risk state more readily. We believe that such high-performing and dynamic models are needed to identify patients at highest risk with greater specificity and allow for a timely intervention.
Implantable device diagnostics may improve our ability to identify individuals in need of more immediate intervention. With the advent of remote monitoring technology, these device parameters can be monitored frequently (eg, monthly or biweekly) and alert the need for medical attention without the need for in-person assessment. This has important implications for many patients, especially for those living in remote areas. Therefore, although device-derived data can never fully replace clinical assessment, this technology, especially when combined with clinical data (eg, in an electronic medical record system in which clinical and device data can be merged as inputs to a combined model), may capture the dynamic risk state of the patient more readily. This, in turn, could greatly facilitate more efficient management the patient population with HF, who is rapidly outgrowing the human resources needed to manage them by conventional means.
Limitations
Although the results of this study are promising, it has a few limitations and is susceptible to the usual challenges of any retrospective analysis and unknown confounding variables. For example, although all deaths were adjudicated by a clinical event committee, noncardiac deaths caused by other conditions, such as pneumonia, may still be difficult to differentiate from HF, which can reduce intrathoracic impedance and overestimate the effect of a positive FI and, hence, DID+. Last, although the MAGGIC score has been validated in all patients with HF, including those with preserved ejection fraction, the RAFT cohort was a population that consisted entirely of patients with moderately to severely reduced systolic function (ejection fraction ≤35%). Therefore, the results of this study may not apply to those with HF with preserved ejection fraction.
Conclusions
This study suggests that implantable device diagnostics integrating FI trends, AF burden, and activity level may provide significant incremental prognostic value to clinical prediction scores in intermediate-to high-risk patients with mild to moderate HF. Further prospective studies are needed to validate this finding and determine whether early intervention guided by these measurements can modify risk and decrease mortality. 
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